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- Send Bug Guide/Contact - Joana's WoW Classic Guides Who Made This Leveling Guide? The WoW Horde vanilla leveling guide you see on this site was originally made in 2006 by Joana (also known as Mancow, or FuriousPaul). The guides have been changed many times over the years to make things faster. The leveling guides were
made because of all the messages I received from people asking me how I was able to level up so quickly into new realms. I was the first to reach level 60 in 7 different realms (3 with Mancow and 4 with Joana), even winning blizzard's First Level 50 contest they held in 2006. I'm a video game runner. My real gamer name is FuriousPaul,
while Joana is the name of my Character WoW. I'm going to stay with Joana for all my wow stuff. What am I working on now? As of January 2018 I'm back to Vanilla/Classic WoW full-time! I will probably be on this project full time for many years. Do I transmit? Yes! I started Twitch in 2013 under the gamer name of FuriousPaul and
broadcast fast races of the classic castlevania games full-time from 2013 to 2017. Lately my flows have dropped a bit due to working on classic wow leveling guides every day. My channel is twitch.tv/Joana. I'll speedrun for Classic WoW as soon as it's released, so be sure to follow my twitch channel. More on this guide The leveling
guides on my site are essentially speed leveling guides. My grading guides are the same guides I use to speed up to 60 on new servers. I list many occasions when I tell the player to die on purpose to go faster. I tell the player to skip certain missions, because some missions just aren't worth the time/XP. I list tricks and shortcuts to go
faster so you can get to level 60 much faster. I'm still constantly going through them over and over again perfecting the guides to make them faster and easier to follow. Most of the time, the guide can be followed without the need for help from other players, as the whole guide was made from a solo race anyway. Although I list missions
that can be done optionally if you have a group. My grading guides also work great for double leveling. Class steps All starting zones include all steps of the class. The Horde 12-60 contains all the steps of Hunter, Warlock, Druid and Warrior. Alliance 12-60 contains all of Hunter's steps now. You can still get a lot of use out of grading
guides even if your class steps aren't implemented yet, you'll only need to do those few class steps on your own for now. Currently, all videos are linked to my speedrun 1-60 that was made in 2006 in the official reign of Blizzard vanilla WoW Jubei'thos (patch 1.9.2). The video is known as the only 1-60 fully recorded speed of Vanilla WoW
and the fastest known time made in 4 days 20 hours of time played and first level 60 in the kingdom. Before using the Read This: Before reading the guide, it's recommended that you check out my Speed Leveling Tips/Tricks page first for basic tips on how to level up faster. Log quest management Through the game, the mission log will
be limited to 20 many times. The guide makes use of maximizing the total amount of missions you can accept at once. Because of this, it is important to follow the guide exactly and only accept missions if the guide tells you so that you do not come across issues that cannot accept a mission. If you accept a mission that isn't listed in the
guide, write it down because you may need to abandon it to continue following the guide if your mission record is full. Rules Guide To help you better understand the terminology in the guide and allow you to follow it more effectively it is important to understand what it means when the guide says the following: Do - This means doing a
mission and finish it completely before moving on. Be part of it - That just means doing a certain part of a mission according to what the step tells you to do. Get to work – That means simply starting work on a mission, but you don't need to finish it yet and you can move on to the next steps. This usually means killing certain crowds while
on your way to the next step. Keep working - This means you were previously working on a mission and the guide is telling you to keep working on it, but you don't have to finish it before moving on to the next step. This is similar to starting work. Finish – This means you were previously working on a mission and the guide is telling you to
complete the mission before moving on to the next step. This is similar to doing. : - Every time a step ends in one instead of one. means that the next step is part of the current step you're in. This usually means that the next step should be done while working on the current step. This means that each start working or keep working will end
up in a :. But this is used with other occasions as well, so keep that in mind. Note about escort missions Escort missions can take a while to do. I thoroughly tested all in-game escort missions for time/xp. Most are worth doing, but as long as you are able to actually do them without fail. Most require you to pay special attention to the escort,
as most are fragile and will die easily, so do your best to keep the crowds away from the escort during escort missions. The longest of the game is the chicken companion Tanaris. The chicken escorts are only worth it if you were able to make all three of them, as if you do, you will be able to deliver an easy XP turn in search on BB, which
makes them worthwhile. Also, if the escort is not there when the guide tells you to do the escort means that someone else is currently doing the escort and you would have to wait until the other player is finished first. First. In this case, I recommend jumping and moving on with the guide and consider returning to do the escort if you are on
your way. Making bandages during an escort is a good way to save time by accumulating first aid. Skipped Missions Some missions in my guide are marked as SKIP and colored in red. These missions are simply too difficult to ground or are not worth XP/time and are ignored. My guide will only list SKIPPED missions if the mission is a
direct follow-up after completing a mission, not one that you have to click on the NPC again to get it. If you hover over the skipped missions, it will give you information about why it is ignored in the guide (unless that information is already listed directly in the guide text). Keep an eye on AH through the game for these items: Buy these
items when you find them with your alt Bank/AH, then send them to your main one so you can use these items to level them faster. Please note that my guide will tell you when to take these items from your bank. Horde &amp; Alliance: Swim Speed Potions (used especially in LVL 37 for Faldir's Cove in Arathi Highlands and lvl 57 in WPL).
Try to get several of these stacks. I also recommend keeping a pile of these always in your bags. You will often pass through rivers and lakes and can use these potions to pass them faster through the guide. Note that these potions do not stack with the Aquatic Shape of Druid and Glyph of Aquatic Form. Moonsteel Broadsword (used at
level 38 Dustwallow Marsh). Ice Oil (used at level 41, Badlands). Gyrochronatom (used at level 41, Badlands). The Alliance has several NPCs from where they can buy this and my guide tells players to see if this can be purchased through the guide. IF you were able to get the previous 2 items (for the Badlands), then also try to get a
Healing Potion and a Lower Invisibility Potion along with a Standardized Bronze Set. These are also used in the Badlands at level 40. 9 Blue Pearls (used at level 41 Badlands for the mission). This item can be grown under the Vile Reef Sea on STV. A stack of 15 of the cloth used for the level 48 Searing gorge. Mithril casing (used at level
51 Ungoro Crator). There is a search in Eastern Pest Lands at level 56 that wants these items: 2 Thorium Bar, Golden Rod, 8 Hi-Explosive Bomb, 8 Unstable Trigger. Horde only: Alliance only: Bronze tube (used at level 28 Duskwood) for this mission. If you can't buy this from AH, there are several sellers that my guide will have to check
to see if they are selling them. This item can be hard to obtain, so keep checking the AH and engineering vendors frequently until you get one! Hillman's Cloak and Bolt of Woolen Cloth (used at level 31 Hillsbrad Foothills) for this 4 Lesser Bloodstone Ore (used at level 35 STV, or 42 STV) for this mission. If you catch mining, you can also
mine this item during the guide. 2 Elixir of Fortitude for a search in Tanaris, 49. Light's Hope Chapel (lvl 59) Turn-Ins: PLEASE NOTE: Classic WoW Phase 1-4 does not have the following Argent Dawn Turn-Ins, so please ignore this for now. And my guide will beep these until they are in the game: My guide makes getting friendly with the
mandatory Argent Dawn. There are several reasons for this. One is so you can buy Enriched Manna Cookies, and two so you can accept a handful of easy mission turn-ins at the Chapel Of Hope of Light at level 59 that you'll be able to get the items for in the late 40s. These items and missions are: You can buy these items from AH as
well, but I really only recommend seeing if you can get some extra pieces of Fiend Encryption, Wild Fronds and AH Element Core, as others can easily be ground during the guide. My step-by-step guide will remind you to get these items when you put them in your bank and when to finally take these items out of your bank at the end of
section 58 Silithus to deliver them all at once. News/Updates NOTE: Please follow my Twitter or Facebook for some of these news alerts too: April 15, 2020 My grading guides have been updated to Phase 4. The biggest change is the inclusion of cenarion hold missions, Silithus. April 3, 2020 New Guide Feature: Quest log images after
each main section. This has been one of the most requested features I get. This will allow players to help keep track of the leveling guide more efficiently. Players can also jump in the middle of the guide more easily knowing which missions to have for each section. Please note that this is now fully implemented for the horde guide, the
Alliance will come soon. About the in-Game addon: I've been having problems with programmers not coming back to me. As of just a month ago I now have a new programmer to do my guide in the game. His name is TomCat and he makes well-known add-ons to the WoW retail. It broadcasts all your programming on Please go to your
channel, follow it and feel free to ask you how is the progress with joana's in-Game leveling guide add-on. Unfortunately I won't have an addon in the game anytime soon, there just isn't enough time to make any of them and tested for use. He'll come later. My web guides here at JoanasWorld.com are in great shape for Classic WoW. The
ETA is that my addon will come out slowly over time, starting zones may appear sometime this year. It'll take a few months before it's fully ready. It will be full of resources and tons of work will go into it, which is why it will take a while for it to come out. I appreciate your patience with this! The one-time payment will include my Classic wow
in the game since it is available along with all your future updates. Also, I know there hasn't been a news update in on but I have made many small adjustments to the grading guides over time, as players report small errors or suggestions that I have responded to them and made the necessary adjustments. September 9, 2019 My grading
guides will now automatically adjust to the different stages of Classic WoW. This means that my guides will now hide the following until they are available in a future phase: level 50 class missions, Agrent Dawn Turn-Ins (the 30 item missions such as Savage Fronds, Crypt Fiend Parts, Dark Iron Scraps, etc.), and Cenarion Hold missions
in Silithus. Keep in mind that you can see numbers of steps lost over the 50-60 tabs because of this change and you can see more steps in the images. Just ignore them as they will be at a later stage for the classic WoW. Also please report any error to me about these new changes, as I have not yet tested them in the game, thanks!
August 24, 2019 New guide feature: You can now hover over flight master links and it will tell you how long the flight will take. Please note that this is mainly implemented for the horde side and partially for the Alliance now, the rest of the flight route times will come later. This is useful so that you know exactly how long you can leave your
PC to take a break. August 20, 2019 My members area launches today, I thank anyone who buys an association, as this will allow me to continue working on my full-time leveling guides, and there is much more work to do on that! All starting zones 1-12 will remain free and guides 12-60 are in the members area. Thank you! August 13,
2019 Unexpectedly the beta came out once again with a level limit of 45 (until Friday the 16th). Then my Alliance 40-45 leveling guide is available for testing. Please inform any errors or suggestions, thank you! August 12, 2019 The steps of Tauren Druid are now fully implemented throughout my Horde 1-60 leveling guide. This will make it
easier to follow my horde guide with a Druid. August 7, 2019 JoanasWorld.com is looking for writers! I need speedleveling class tips guides (except hunter) to be placed on my Tips/Tricks page. For all the details on this, go here. July 16, 2019 New tab feature: Segmentation buttons ( ) for various named mobs/NPCs and some normal
mobs. Just click the button to copy the NPC/target to your clipboard and then paste it into the game to quickly direct the mob/NPC. June 9, 2019 RANDOM UPDATES: In-Game Addon Version of My Grading Guides: As of June 6, the In-Game Addon version of my grading guides has begun construction! It will be a long way until it is

completed, so I can't guarantee how much of it will be ready for the Classic Release, but there's a good chance that some starting zones will be complete for him by then. It will be full of features including: waypoint arrows, auto-update, and more. More features will be for him overtime too. Alliance Guide 1-60: My 1-60 Alliance guide (web
version) will be fully available for classic release. Members Area: My members area will be released a week before the release of Classic WoW. Right now, I'm not sure how much content will be in it. I suspect it will be almost the same price as a Twitch submarine (only about $5 per month or more). The members area will support ongoing
efforts to improve my leveling guides over time. There's a lot more content planned for the future, including remastered TBC grading guides (even if Blizzard doesn't launch Classic TBC). And WOTLK leveling guides remastered. I intend to continue to do leveling guides for wow full time for many years! I'll be leveling speed for classic
launch! Yes, I will devote 100% of my time to the first week of launching the Classic to make a 1-60 speed race and my goal is to beat my best personal time of 4 days 20 hours. You can watch this live on my Twitch Channel, so be sure to follow! It also means I won't be available to support by email for my grading guides in the first week
of classic release. That's why I recommend that you plan to use my guides to get members' access before classic launches to ensure you can sign in without a problem. June 5, 2019 My 30-40 Alliance guide is now available for testing, please report any errors or suggestions to me, thank you! May 17, 2019 I got into the beta and I'll test
both the game and my guides! You can watch me do this on my Twitch Channel. Also, my 12-30 alliance guide is now available for testing, please report any errors or suggestions to me, thanks! May 10, 2019 Warlock steps are now fully implemented in the Horde 1-60 leveling guide. This covers getting all Warlock Minions (except
Infernal) along with all other warlock missions throughout the game, including level 40 Felsteed mount. April 13, 2019 Next: The Fastest 1-60 Classic WoW LevelErs! &lt;--- remember to keep this page in mind and report me the results of the fastest classic release 1-60 levelers in all classes and all realms. I'm looking for the best /played
times along with the first servers to level 60! March 21, 2019 New guide feature: Warlock Summoning System. This is currently just for the horde side. February 27, 2019 The starting area guide for Dun Morogh (Gnomos &amp; Dwarves) now covers all class missions/stages. February 26, 2019 I just added a new special level to my
Patreon! A signed copy of the first leveling guide for WoW that I will send your physical email address! Visit here for more details. February 22, 2019 The Initial Area Guide for Night Elves (Teldrassil) now includes all class missions/stages. February 18, 2019 The Initial Area Guide for Humans (Elwynn Forest) now includes all class
missions/steps. February 13, 2019 The Steps of The Warrior Warrior now fully implemented over my horde leveling guide 1-60. This will make it much easier to follow my horde guide with a Warrior. The guide also fully covers obtaining this powerful Swirlaxis at level 30. More step-by-step class guides are coming! February 7, 2019 The
starting area for the Undead has undergone a major improvement with the addition of silverpine forest. The guide will now take you from 12-15 doing a good part of the silverpine forest missions. The guide also blends better with the Barrens guide. January 21, 2019 Numerous mission additions/changes to the 30-40 Horde guide. Added to
Faldir Cove missions in 37 Arathi Highlands and some optional group missions. Some changes to the STV sections: added to bb's Supply and Demand mission line. It also changed the elite quest The Vile Reef from lvl 34 to lvl 39, so that should be much easier to do now. January 12, 2019 Small update with check mark system: you can
now click anywhere at each step (in addition to links) to activate the check mark. January 10, 2019 I've been at Vanilla WoW full-time for a whole year! It started on January 10, 2018. I've accomplished a lot in a year, but there's still a lot more to be done for my speed leveling guides. Here's to another great year of WoW! December 24,
2018, I made some adjustments to hunter talent distribution points on the Speed Leveling Tips &amp; Tricks page. Basically I'm getting improved aspect of the hawk ranks 4 and 5 much earlier than my last build. Also, the Alliance 12-60 leveling guide is doing very well and I would say it's on an equal footing with the same quality with my
Horde 1-60 leveling guide. It's almost over, because I'm doing some final tests/adjustments. It should be ready for the classic wow beta! November 11, 2018 Check marks will now save if you go out and back on the site. There are also check mark removal buttons on all tabs now. I've made some route changes in horde sections 43-44. I
traded 44 Dustwallow Marsh for 44 Desolace (the whole sections). This allowed me to do Deadmire (in LVL 43 instead of 38) and then go on TB to deliver Deadmire + The Black Shield at the same time, then fly quickly to make the Desolace stuff. Making 44 Desolace is now mandatory because I think it's faster with the new routes. This
will also make the ground level 53 much shorter. I think it was a big change. October 30, 2018 JoanasWorld.com is looking for help with the class's 12-60 individual steps (for Horde now). If you think you have what it takes, you can get more information here on how to apply. 29 October 2018 O Leveling from 1-12 Tirisfal Glades now
includes all steps in the class. Just choose the class you are playing at the top of the screen and the guide will now dynamically update all the steps and images in the guide for your chosen chosen October 26, 2018 The 1-12 durotar leveling guide now includes all steps in the class. Just choose the class you're playing at the top of the
screen and the guide will now dynamically update all the steps and images in the guide for your chosen class. Also, I didn't have time to fully test all the new steps in the class in the Durotar guide. As you go through the guide, report all the errors to me and I will fix them as soon as possible. Or if you have any suggestions send them too.
Thank you! October 25, 2018 I updated the homepage of my site to show all the new improvements and features for my new classic WoW grading guides. September 10, 2018 Step-by-step lesson guides are on the way! The Mulgore Guide 1-12 is the first guide to get all the individual steps in the class. At the top of the guide, simply
select which class you are playing and the page will dynamically update all the steps in the guide for that class (text and images). The rest of the guides will be slowly updated overtime to include all the steps in the class, but you can see how it will work with Mulgore 1-12. I want to thank CrazyK and his placeholderguild for helping me with
the individual content of the class. They're allowing me to do the Alliance 1-60 guide at the same time as it does all the steps of the class at the same time, so everything can be ready for the classic launch (hopefully). Also, the Alliance guide is doing well, I'm moving up to level 28 with a rough draft now, but I still need more time before
releasing any of the more than 12 contents. August 18, 2018 The initial area of 1-12 for Gnomies /Dwarves (Alliance) has been completed! This guide includes Dun Morogh and Loch Modan to get from levels 1 - 12. I'll work on content 12-60 then starting with Darkshore. August 8, 2018 Departure area 1-12 for Night Elves (Alliance) has
been completed! The initial area 1-13 for humans (Alliance) has been completed! July 8, 2018 The 50-60 horde guide has been rewritten and renewed. My 1-60 Horde leveling guide is now completely upgraded to the 1.12 War Drums patch. As you can see, it's about 15% larger than the 40-50 guide (single-page tab major so far). There
are also many route changes. I changed the entire silithus section from level 55 to level 58, which allowed me to include many more missions around that zone. There are also many other improvements to the route, including adding many more missions to the guide, most noisedly from Moonglade, Silithus, and Eastern Suns. This will
make the final grinding level 59 much shorter. June 5, 2018 The 40-50 horde guide has been rewritten and renewed. This was the biggest single tab page I've replaced so far, which took longer than I thought, but it should be a much better general guide than my version April 19, 2018 The horde guide 30-40 has been rewritten and
renewed. Renovated. improvements in routes, images and information. April 8, 2018 New tab feature: You can hover over skipped missions (colored in red) to see why it's ignored. Please note that this has only been upgraded to level 40 now, the rest is coming soon. March 30, 2018 The Horde 20-30 guide has been rewritten and
renewed. Big changes in the Hillsbrad section. March 17, 2018 The 12-20 Horde guide (Barrens + Stonetalon Mountains) has been rewritten and renovated. In addition, there have been numerous adjustments to the fast race route to make things faster and easier to follow. Also, in case you haven't noticed, I'm now adding about 40%
more information per step and redoing all images. Unlike my previous vanilla guides, I'm now giving a brief explanation of where to go and what to do with each step, along with any other useful tips. March 10, 2018 The orc/troll departure area has been rewritten and renovated. Also, eventually I'll be covering all the steps of the class
throughout the guide, but this will come later. March 8, 2018 The Undead departure area has been rewritten and renovated. March 5, 2018 The initial area of Tauren has been rewritten and renovated. February 26, 2018 As of today, my Twitch handle has changed from twitch.tv/FuriousPaul to twitch.tv/Joana. Please follow my twitch
channel to get noticed when I go live. I plan to do wow 1-60 speeds when Classic comes out, you don't want to miss. February 15, 2018 JoanasWorld.com a review of the site's model. Everything should be easier to navigate and more compatible with all devices. January 10, 2018 Start working on Vanilla WoW full-time (again)! - Send
guide bug (or suggestions) - - -
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